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mission occupational limits and environ-
mental exposure levels) [2]. However, it 
should be remembered that effective dose 
provides a value that takes into account the 
given exposure conditions, but not the char-
acteristics of a specific individual. The use of 
effective dose to quantify stochastic risk of 
carcinogenesis and the induction of genetic 
effects in a general medical population from 
imaging modalities using ionizing radiation 
should be avoided [3, 4].

Effective dose was developed as a somat-
ic dose descriptor that reflects differenc-
es in biologic tissue sensitivity to ionizing 
radiation effects [5–7]. Effective dose (E) 
is a weighted summation of measured or-
gan dose values (DT,R) for the human body 
(E = ΣΣ wTwRDT,R). Effective dose weight-
ing factors account for different types of ra-
diation (e.g., wR = x-ray, gamma-ray, or neu-
tron) and different irradiated tissue types 
(e.g., wT = stomach, liver, or brain). The tis-
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T
he need to understand patient 
population dose for risk analysis 
is a timely topic. The use of ion-
izing radiation for clinically di-

agnostic examinations should always pro-
vide unquestionable benefit compared with 
the risk associated with radiation exposure; 
however, in the case of clinical research, an 
institutional review board (IRB) must evalu-
ate risk associated with research participa-
tion. An appropriate risk analysis is required 
for IRB approval for clinical research–ori-
ented CT examinations [1]. In addition, a re-
searcher is faced with the task of how to 
communicate the risk of participating in a 
clinical research study using CT. To these 
ends, the calculation of patient population ef-
fective dose has become a popular tool for 
risk analysis and is further used to help con-
vey associative effective dose values with 
other known or relatable population effective 
dose values (e.g., Nuclear Regulatory Com-
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OBJECTIVE. The purpose of this study is to show how to calculate effective dose in 
CT using size-specific dose estimates and to correct the current method using dose-length 
product (DLP).

MATERIALS AND METHODS. Data were analyzed from 352 chest and 241 abdomi-
nopelvic CT images. Size-specific dose estimate was used as a surrogate for organ dose in the 
chest and abdominopelvic regions. Organ doses were averaged by patient weight–based pop-
ulations and were used to calculate effective dose by the International Commission on Radi-
ological Protection (ICRP) report 103 method using tissue-weighting factors (EICRP). In ad-
dition, effective dose was calculated using population-averaged CT examination DLP for the 
chest and abdominopelvic region using published k-coefficients (EDLP = k × DLP).

RESULTS. EDLP differed from EICRP by an average of 21% (1.4 vs 1.1) in the chest and 42% 
(2.4 vs 3.4) in the abdominopelvic region. The differences occurred because the published k-
coefficients did not account for pitch factor other than unity, were derived using a 32-cm diam-
eter CT dose index (CTDI) phantom for CT examinations of the pediatric body, and used ICRP 
60 tissue-weighting factors. Once it was corrected for pitch factor, the appropriate size of CTDI 
phantom, and ICRP 103 tissue-weighting factors, EDLP improved in agreement with EICRP to bet-
ter than 7% (1.4 vs 1.3) and 4% (2.4 vs 2.5) for chest and abdominopelvic regions, respectively.

CONCLUSION. Current use of DLP to calculate effective dose was shown to be de-
ficient because of the outdated means by which the k-coefficients were derived. This study 
shows a means to calculate EICRP using patient size–specific dose estimate and how to appro-
priately correct EDLP.
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Calculating CT Effective Dose With Size-Specific Dose 
Estimates or DLP
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sue-weighting factor used to calculate ef-
fective dose is established by a committee 
of the International Commission on Radio-
logical Protection (ICRP). In 2007, the ICRP 
published its latest recommended weight-
ing factors for 30 organs and tissues for the 
whole body [8]. To calculate effective dose 
for CT, two approaches are common: the 
first uses software-based Monte Carlo meth-
ods such as CT-Expo (Sascrad) or ImPACT 
(ImPACT Group), and the second was devel-
oped as a simplified method to quickly es-
timate effective dose using the dose-length 
product (DLP) and sets of age- and body re-
gion–specific k-coefficients (E = k × DLP) 
[9, 10]. The data used to initially derive k-
coefficients were obtained from the United 
Kingdom’s National Radiological Protection 
Board Monte Carlo organ dosimetry pro-
gram developed in 1991 [11] and updated 
in 2002 [12]. These data are based on out-
moded technology, do not account for heli-
cal CT acquisition with pitch factors other 
than unity, and do not account for the latest 
tissue-weighting factor values. There have 
been several publications updating the k-co-
efficients to account for changes to tissue-
weighting factors (i.e., ICRP Report 103 rec-
ommendations) [8, 13, 14]; however, to our 
knowledge, the use of k-coefficients with 
DLP values for scans with pitch factors other 
than unity have not been addressed.

With the recent development of several 
methods to estimate patient organ dose in CT 
using size-specific dose estimates [15–19], 
the possibility of calculating effective dose 
for a patient population using the original 
means of ICRP report 103 [8] tissue-weight-
ing factors is possible for direct comparison 

with the method involving k-coefficients and 
DLP. The purpose of this study was to show 
how to calculate effective dose in CT using 
size-specific dose estimate and to correct the 
current method using DLP.

Materials and Methods
Patients

Our IRB deemed this quality analysis study to 
be exempt from the need to obtain informed con-
sent. All data were managed in compliance with 
the HIPAA. All patient examinations analyzed 
in this study were performed with a CT scanner 
(LightSpeed VCT-XTe, GE Healthcare) and were 
grouped according to each patient’s weight, which 
was obtained immediately before his or her CT 
examination. The patient weight populations were 
grouped according to GE Healthcare’s Color Cod-
ing for Kids weight categories. The number of pa-
tients per weight classification is listed in Table 1 
for chest examinations and Table 2 for abdomino-
pelvic examinations. A total of 593 patient exami-
nations (352 chest and 241 abdominopelvic) were 
analyzed for individual organ dose.

Patient Organ Dose Calculation
To determine patient-specific absolute organ 

dose (Dorgan), first, each patient’s CT was cal-
culated for size-specific dose estimate by mea-
suring the patient’s anteroposterior and lateral 
dimension in the chest and abdominopelvic re-
gions. The anteroposterior and lateral measure-
ments were made at the level of the aortic arch 
for the chest region and at the level of the right 
portal vein in the liver for the abdominopelvic re-
gion. Measurements were made using any com-
bination of axially reconstructed images or scan 
projection radiographs [20]; the choice to use ei-
ther the axial reconstructed image or scan pro-

jection radiograph depended, in large part, on 
whether there was anatomy clipping on the axial 
image, as often occurs in the shoulders in pedi-
atric CT. In the case of adolescent patients, typi-
cally greater than 40 kg, two effective diameters 
were measured in the chest differentiating be-
tween the sexes. For the male patients, an antero-
posterior measurement from the posterior skin 
to the anterior surface of the sternum was made, 
and for the female patients, an anteroposterior 
measurement from the posterior skin to the max-
imum anterior measurement of the breast was 
measured. Using the anteroposterior (AP) and 
lateral (LAT) patient measurements, an effec-
tive diameter was calculated for the chest and ab-
dominopelvic regions, as defined in The Ameri-
can Association of Physicists in Medicine Report 
204 formulation [21]:

effective diameter =   AP × LAT (1).

The effective diameter calculated in equation 1 
was used to look up a conversion factor ( fsize 16 or 

32) to scale the volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) 
value associated with each patient’s CT examina-
tion. The f-s ( fsize 16 or 32)  coefficient depended on 
whether the CTDIvol value was derived using ei-
ther a 16- or 32-cm diameter CTDI phantom [20, 
21], as shown in equation 2:

SSDE = CTDI16 or 32 × f 16 or 32
sizevol (2).

Second, patient size–specific dose estimate has 
been shown to have a nearly one-to-one correla-
tion with measured absolute organ dose when the 
organ was fully enveloped within the scan FOV 
[15–19] and was used to determine

 
Dorgan. Abso-

lute organ dose was determined for 23 individual 
organs, including thyroid, lungs, breast, esopha-

TABLE 1: Chest Absolute Organ Doses by Patient Weight Category

Organ
5.0–7.4 kg  

(Pink)
7.5–9.4 kg  

(Red)
9.5–11.4 kg 

(Purple)
11.5–14.4 kg 

(Yellow)
14.5–18.4 kg 

(White)
18.5–22.4 kg 

(Blue)
22.5–31.4 kg 

(Orange)
31.5–40.4 kg 

(Green)
40.5–55 kg 

(Black)

No. of patients 10 10 12 37 57 58 68 35 65

Average (± SD) dose-length product (mGy × cm) 30 ± 3 36 ± 13 22 ± 10 19 ± 5 25 ± 4 30 ± 6 37 ± 7 57 ± 15 89 ± 28

Bone surface 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.6 0.5

Breast 2.9 3.1 3.2 2.5 3.3 3.9 3.5 4.7 4.1

Heart wall 4.0 4.2 4.1 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.6 5.4 3.8

Lungs 3.9 4.5 4.4 3.1 3.5 3.5 4.1 5.7 4.5

Esophagus 3.5 3.7 3.8 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.0 4.7 4.4

Red bone marrow 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.4

Skin 1.1 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.6 1.2 1.2 0.5

Thymus 4.0 4.5 4.4 3.1 3.3 3.6 3.8 5.4 4.8

Thyroid 2.3 3.2 3.2 2.6 2.5 2.6 4.2 5.6 5.7

Note—Except where noted otherwise, data are organ dose in milligrays. Colors in column headings refer to GE Healthcare’s Color Coding for Kids weight categories.
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gus, thymus, heart wall, bone marrow, bone sur-
face, skin, liver, kidneys, gallbladder, pancreas, 
adrenal gland, spleen, stomach, colon, bladder, 
prostate, intestines, testes, ovaries, and uterus. For 
organ and tissue types not fully covered within the 
scan FOV (i.e., bone marrow, bone surface, and 
skin), a correction factor (CFSSDE,organ) was used 
and multiplied by the patient size–specific dose 
estimate (SSDEpatient), as described in Moore et 
al. [17] and shown in equation 3:

Dorgan = CF organ × SSDEpatientSSDE (3).

Each organ dose was averaged for all patients 
within each weight category.

Effective Dose
Two approaches to calculate effective dose were 

compared in this study. The first was calculated as 
previously described [6], using the original method 
of multiplying each organ dose with weighting fac-
tors established by the most recent recommenda-
tion in ICRP report 103 [8], as shown in equation 4:

EICRP = ∑∑ (wT × wR × Dorgan)
T r

(4),

where wT refers to tissue-weighting factors provid-
ed in ICRP report 103 (see Table 3 in chapter 4 
of ICRP report 103), wR is equal to unity as de-

fined for photon radiation (see Table 2 in chap-
ter 4 of ICRP report 103), and Dorgan is the av-
eraged patient population–specific absolute organ 
dose as calculated in equation 3. In accordance 
with the recommendations of ICRP report 103, 
all patient-specific organ equivalent doses (i.e., 
Hmale or  female, organ = wR × Dorgan) were averaged 
before being multiplied by the sex- and age-aver-
aged wT. For an example, see equation 5:

Eorgan dose = ∑wT 
T

Horgan
male + Horgan

female

2( ) (5).

The second approach was unique to calculating 
effective dose for CT because, until recently, pa-
tient organ dose values in CT were unavailable. To 
calculate effective dose from a CT examination, 
each patient’s examination DLP was recorded as 
displayed on the patient dose report in the patient’s 
record [22, 23]. Separate DLPs were recorded for 
chest and abdominopelvic scan regions. The scan-
ning length for the chest was landmarked from 
the top of the lung apices to approximately 10 mm 
below the lung base. The abdominopelvic scans 
were landmarked from the diaphragm to the bot-
tom of the ischium. Chest and abdominopelvic 
studies were performed separately.

To calculate effective dose, the CT examina-
tion DLP was multiplied by a k-coefficient de-

rived from a table published by Deak et al. [13], as 
shown in equation 6:

EDLP = k × DLP (6).

A program was written using MATLAB (version 
R2012a, MathWorks) to take the k-coefficients for 
the chest, abdomen, and pelvis provided at five 
discrete age points (i.e., newborn, 1 year, 5 years, 
10 years, and adult) from the Deak et al. publica-
tion and to interpolate the k-coefficients for all 
ages [24]. The abdomen and pelvis k-coefficients 
were averaged together to produce a k-coefficient 
for the abdominopelvic scanning region. The k-
coefficients from Deak et al. were published to ac-
count for the updated wT from ICRP report 103 [8]. 
However, those k-coefficients were derived with a 
pitch factor of unity using constant x-ray tube out-
put, were normalized using CTDI values measured 
with a 32-cm diameter phantom (for both pediatric 
and adult chest and abdominopelvic regions), and 
with irradiated body region lengths that were ap-
proximately 50% shorter than prescribed clinically 
at our institute [13, 22]. For comparison, a second 
EDLP, EDLP corrected, was calculated by correcting for 
the following: patient weight categories (< 9.5 kg) 
with CTDI values derived from a 16-cm diameter 
CTDI phantom; for patient weight categories (≥ 9.5 
kg) imaged with a pitch of 1.375; for patient weight 

TABLE 2: Abdominopelvic Absolute Organ Doses, by Patient Weight Category

Organ
6–7.4 kg 
(Pink)

7.5–9.4 kg 
(Red)

9.5–11.4 kg 
(Purple)

11.5–14.4 kg 
(Yellow)

14.5–18.4 kg 
(White)

18.5–22.4 kg 
(Blue)

22.5–31.4 kg 
(Orange)

31.5–40.4 kg 
(Green)

40.5–55 kg 
(Black)

No. of patient 8 8 12 25 36 46 53 23 30

Average (± SD) dose-length product (mGy × cm) 81 ± 17 88 ± 26 66 ± 4 59 ± 4 73 ± 5 92 ± 4 116 ± 11 150 ± 20 222 ± 45

Adrenal gland 3.6 4.3 4.6 3.7 4.1 3.9 4.8 7.0 3.3

Bladder 4.6 5.7 5.2 3.4 4.0 3.9 4.2 5.4 5.4

Bone surface 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.7 1.5 1.1 1.7 1.3

Colon 4.6 5.4 5.2 3.5 4.1 4.4 5.3 5.8 5.6

Gallbladder 5.7 6.7 6.2 4.2 5.3 5.4 5.8 6.7 4.4

Intestines 4.6 5.4 5.2 3.5 4.1 4.4 5.3 5.8 5.6

Kidneys 5.0 6.0 5.7 3.9 4.4 4.9 5.3 6.4 4.4

Liver 5.1 6.4 6.0 3.7 4.7 4.9 5.8 7.4 4.0

Ovaries 5.1 5.6 5.2 3.4 4.2 4.4 4.2 4.8 4.2

Pancreas 4.5 5.5 5.2 3.5 5.2 4.9 6.4 6.9 4.7

Prostate 4.7 6.0 5.2 3.8 4.3 4.4 3.7 5.6 5.3

Red bone marrow 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.7 1.9

Skin 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.1 1.7 1.3

Spleen 4.7 6.2 5.7 3.2 4.1 3.9 4.8 6.0 3.3

Stomach 4.8 5.6 5.1 4.3 5.3 4.9 5.8 6.7 4.4

Testes 4.3 4.2 4.6 3.3 3.7 2.4 3.7 2.6 6.6

Uterus 4.9 5.7 5.2 3.4 4.2 4.4 4.2 5.2 5.2

Note—Except where noted otherwise, data are organ dose in milligrays. Colors in column headings refer to GE Healthcare’s Color Coding for Kids weight categories.
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categories (≥ 31.5 kg) that use beam current modu-
lation where the k-coefficients in the chest and ab-
dominopelvic regions were reduced by 9% and 7%, 
respectively [14]; and for irradiated body region 
lengths averaged from actual patient data that were 
longer than those published by Deak et al.

Statistical Techniques
Data analysis was calculated using PRISM 

(version 6.02, GraphPad Software). Statistical sig-
nificance was determined using the Holm-Sidak 
method, with α = 5%. Computations assume data 
normality. All error bars in this study represent 
the square root of the sum of the squares of each 
single SD from the weight category data mean.

Results
Absolute Patient Dose

Patients weighing 5–55 kg were analyzed 
in this study. The mean (± SD) patient weight 
was 22 ± 15 kg, and the mean patient age was 
6 ± 5 years (range, 4 months to 23 years). 
Although most CT examinations analyzed in 
this study were performed for patients in the 
pediatric age range, some young adults who 
were being monitored for pediatric tumors, 
whose weight was 55 kg or less, also were 
evaluated. Patient population absolute organ 
dose values were sorted into nine weight cat-
egories commensurate to the Color Coding 
for Kids weight categories, and average pa-
tient population organ dose values are listed 
in Table 1 and Table 2 for chest and abdomi-
nopelvic regions, respectively.

Effective Dose
Effective dose was calculated from the 

weight-based organ dosimetry (EICRP) popu-
lation data derived from Tables 1 and 2, and 
from each weight-based population’s average 
DLP (EDLP) for the chest and abdominopel-
vic scanning regions (Figs. 1A and 1C).

For the chest region, EDLP overestimates  
EICRP for patients weighing less than 7.5 kg, 
and underestimates EICRP for patients weigh-
ing 7.5 kg or more (Fig. 1A). EDLP was deter-
mined to be statistically significantly differ-
ent (all p < 0.001) from EICRP for all patient 
populations except those weighing 7.5–9.4 kg 
and 40.5 kg or more. For chest CT, the aggre-
gate percentage difference between EDLP and 
EICRP was 21% (1.4 vs 1.1), with a maximum 
difference of 83% (2.2 vs 1.2) for the patient 
population weighing less than 7.5 kg. EDLP 

corrected was calculated, correcting for CTDI 
measurements made in a 16-cm diameter 
phantom for patients weighing 0–9.4 kg and 
for patients weighing 11.5 kg or more imaged 

with a pitch factor of 1.375 (Fig. 1B). The 
new aggregate percentage difference between 
EICRP and EDLP corrected is 7% (1.4 vs 1.3).

The calculated EICRP values for chest CT 
patient populations showed a general linear 
trend of increasing up to an asymptotic lim-
it (patients weighing ≥ 40.5 kg or approxi-
mately 15 years old), which matched known 
trends in thoracic dimensional growth [25, 
26]. The stepwise discontinuity in effective 
dose values for patient populations around 
the 11.5 kg mark is due to differences in CT 
acquisition parameters. Patients weighing 
less than 11.5 kg were imaged with increased 
tube current because of smaller (3.75 mm) re-
constructed image thickness compared with 
the 5.0-mm-thick images for patients weigh-
ing 11.5 kg or more. Therefore, increases in 
EICRP and, by extension, stochastic risk lin-
early increase with increasing patient popu-
lation weight and are attributed to increases 
in exposure parameters.

For the abdominopelvic region, EDLP over-
estimates EICRP for all patient population 
weight classifications (Fig. 1C). EDLP was de-
termined to be statistically significantly dif-
ferent (all p < 0.001) from EICRP for all patient 
populations except those weighing 7.5–11.4 
kg. The aggregate percentage difference be-
tween EDLP and EICRP was 42% (2.4 vs 3.4), 
with a maximum difference of 159% (5.7 vs 
2.2) for the patient population weighing 5.0–
7.4 kg. EDLP corrected was similarly calculat-
ed as described for the chest (Fig. 1D). The 
new aggregate percentage difference between 
EDLP corrected and EICRP is 4% (2.4 vs 2.5).

The calculated EICRP values were fair-
ly consistent in the abdominopelvic region, 
which was expected because of the generally 
similar abdominopelvic habitus found in pe-
diatric patients. The subtle variation among 
mean EICRP can be attributed to variations 
in exposure parameters, such as tube current 
and tube potential.
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Fig. 1—Effective dose (E ) calculation for patient weight populations undergoing CT examination. 
A–D, E was calculated using original method where each organ dose was multiplied by weighting factor 
provided by International Commission on Radiological Protection report 103 (EICRP) [8]. For chest (A) and 
abdominopelvic (C) regions, EICRP was compared to E calculation method using CT examination dose-length 
product (DLP) multiplied with k-coefficient (EDLP). EDLP is shown to have several limitations. Limitations were 
corrected (EDLP corrected) and compared with EICRP for chest (B) and abdominopelvic (D) regions. Lines and 
whiskers denote 95% CIs.

(Fig. 1 continues on next page)
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Initially, the values for EDLP, for patient 
chest and abdominopelvic CT, showed a de-
creasing trend in effective dose with weight, 
and then increases for patients weighing 11.5 
kg or more (Figs. 1A and 1C). This trend is 
counterintuitive to the accepted linear no-
threshold risk model that predicts increasing 
stochastic risk with increasing exposure to ion-
izing radiation. The EDLP values were found to 
be overrepresentative of potential patient risk 
because the DLP values used to calculate ef-
fective dose were derived from 16-cm diam-
eter CTDI phantoms, but the k-coefficients 
were derived from weighted CTDI (CTDIw) 
values measured in a 32-cm diameter CTDI 
phantom [13]. Once corrected, EDLP  corrected 
showed an appropriate linear trend in risk in 
line with the linear no-threshold model.

Discussion
In this study, we compared two methods 

for calculating effective dose for chest and 

abdominopelvic CT examinations in patients 
weighing 5–55 kg. A major benefit of calcu-
lating effective dose for patient populations 
undergoing CT examinations is the ability 
to directly compare patient relative risk with 
other imaging modalities involving ionizing 
radiation, such as radiography, fluoroscopy, 
or nuclear medicine. However, because CT 
dose metrics, such as CTDI and DLP, were 
not similar to other ionizing radiation imag-
ing modality metrics, a direct comparison of 
calculated CT effective doses was not pos-
sible [4]. With the recent development of a 
method for estimating patient organ dose for 
CT examinations using patient size–specific 
dose estimates, effective dose can be calcu-
lated using the same method as for other ion-
izing radiation imaging modalities—namely, 
the individual organ dose can be combined 
with ICRP tissue-weighting factors, and, by 
extension, risk can be compared with other 
modalities using ionizing radiation.

Calculating effective dose by either meth-
od (EDLP or EICRP) comes with limitations 
[27], which are important to understand to 
better interpret the results. First, the tissue-
weighting factor (wT) values used to scale the 
equivalent organ doses in the original effec-
tive dose calculation method (EICRP) are de-
termined only for tissues known to be sensi-
tive to radiation damage. This determination 
is based on committee decision after a sta-
tistical analysis of increased risk to cancer 
induction; mortality; and, in the case of go-
nadal irradiation, heredity. The values of the 
various tissue-weighting factors are relative-
ly scaled depending on the calculated risk of 
aggregated health detriment from the Life 
Span Study of atomic bomb survivors and 
other population-based medical, occupation-
al, and environmental radiation exposures 
[4, 8]. Because the tissue-weighting factors 
are based on the Life Span Study, they are 
prone to change with time because of the ag-
ing population under analysis and because 
of better understanding of stochastic radia-
tion risk factors for different tissue types. An 
example of a change in tissue-weighting fac-
tor is for the gonads, which decreased from 
0.2 to 0.08 because of the discovery of the 
lack of hereditary issues surrounding gonad-
al irradiation [8]. The tissue-weighting fac-
tors are averaged over all ages and sexes. An 
example of how the ICRP committee deter-
mines an age- and sex-independent value for 
a particular tissue-weighting factor is the thy-
roid: the radiation risk factor associated with 
thyroid cancer detriment is 0.021 (female) 
and 0.008 (male), but was assigned a value 
of 0.04 because of the known high thyroid 
sensitivity to ionizing radiation detriment in 
children [8]. In general, the tissue-weighting 
factors are selected in a conservative man-
ner. The values are intended to equate non-
uniform whole-body exposure; hence, the 
tissue-weighting factors sum to unity.

Second, the k-coefficients used to calcu-
late EDLP were originally derived from a se-
ries of dose calculations using Monte Carlo 
and mathematic phantoms [28] scaled for 
pediatric interpretation [10, 12, 29]. The 
mathematically derived effective dose val-
ues were normalized to dose-free-in-air on 
the axis of rotation of the scanner; howev-
er, these led to k-coefficients dependent on 
CT scanner design and model. To remove the 
scanner dependency, the k-coefficients were 
later derived from the effective dose values 
normalized by the CTDIw, and by dividing 
each scanning region (i.e., head neck, chest, 
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Fig. 1 (continued)—Effective dose (E ) calculation for patient weight populations undergoing CT examination. 
A–D, E was calculated using original method where each organ dose was multiplied by weighting factor 
provided by International Commission on Radiological Protection report 103 (EICRP) [8]. For chest (A) and 
abdominopelvic (C) regions, EICRP was compared to E calculation method using CT examination dose-length 
product (DLP) multiplied with k-coefficient (EDLP). EDLP is shown to have several limitations. Limitations were 
corrected (EDLP corrected) and compared with EICRP for chest (B) and abdominopelvic (D) regions. Lines and 
whiskers denote 95% CIs.
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Brady et al.and abdomen) by the length (L) of the scan 
used to calculate the organ doses [12, 29], as 
shown in equation 7:

K =  CTDI32 cm × Lw

E
(7). 

It should be noted that the effective dose val-
ues were not normalized by the current defini-
tion of DLP because CTDIw was not normal-
ized by pitch other than unity. These initial 
k-coefficients for pediatric CT effective dose 
calculations were published by The European 
Commission [29], and republished by McCol-
lough et al. [23] and have since been updated 
[13, 14] to account for the new tissue-weight-
ing factor values from ICRP report 103 [8].

This study shows how the method for cal-
culating effective dose in CT using k-coef-
ficients combined with DLP generally does 
not agree with the method using individual 
organ dose and ICRP tissue-weighting fac-
tors. The results of this study are in agree-
ment with those of a publication that found 
discrepancies on the order of 34–74% when 
calculating effective dose using the ICRP 
versus the DLP methods [30]. The major 
limitation to using k-coefficients, as shown 
in this study, is that they have not been ap-
propriately updated to be applied using mod-
ern CT examination techniques. Though it is 
possible to make corrections to render EDLP 
more accurate, such as shown by calculating 
EDLP corrected, correcting published k-coeffi-
cients requires an understanding of how the 
particular coefficient was derived—namely, 
k-coefficient values are heavily dependent 
on the phantom diameter used as a normal-
ization factor, scanning length, pitch factor, 
and version of ICRP report used to derive the 
coefficient value.

In conclusion, clinical researchers have an 
obligation to provide the most accurate esti-
mate of risk for an experimental medical pro-
cedure that involves CT with ionizing radia-
tion. Effective dose provides a general idea 
of detriment from ionizing radiation to allow 
comparison of different procedures and pro-
vide a simple means for explaining ionizing 
radiation risk to a potential research partici-
pant. A comparison of two methods to cal-
culate effective dose in a CT population has 
been provided. Limitations in the manner in 
which EDLP is calculated were discussed, and 
a means to correct EDLP was shown. With the 
advent of patient-specific organ dose using 
size-specific dose estimate for CT, EICRP can 
be calculated using tissue-weighting factors 
to better allow relative risk–based assess-
ment of CT examinations with other radio-
logic procedures bypassing the limitations of 
using k-coefficients.
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